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ABSTRACT 35 

 36 

Despite an extensive bibliography for the circulation of the Mediterranean Sea and its sub-basins, 37 

the debate on mesoscale dynamics and their impacts on bio-chemical processes is still open because 38 

of their intrinsic time scales and of the difficulties in their sampling. In order to clarify some of 39 

these processes, the “Algerian BAsin Circulation Unmanned Survey - ABACUS” project was 40 

proposed and realized through access to the JERICO Trans National Access (TNA) infrastructure 41 

between September and December 2014. In this framework, a deep glider cruise was carried out in 42 

the area between the Balearic Islands and the Algerian coast to establish a repeat line for monitoring 43 

of the basin circulation. During the mission a mesoscale eddy, identified on satellite altimetry maps, 44 

was sampled at high-spatial horizontal resolution (4 km) along its main axes and from the surface to 45 

1000 m depth. Data were collected by a Slocum glider equipped with a pumped CTD and 46 

biochemical sensors that collected about 100 complete casts inside the eddy. In order to describe the  47 

structure of the eddy, in situ data were merged with next generation remotely sensed data: daily 48 

synoptic sea surface temperature (SST) and chlorophyll concentration (Chl-a) images from the 49 

MODIS satellites, as well as sea surface height and geostrophic velocities from AVISO. From its 50 

origin along the Algerian coast in the eastern part of the basin, the eddy propagated northwest at a 51 

mean speed of about 4 km/day, with a mean diameter of 112-130 km,  mean amplitude of 15.7 cm; 52 

the eddy was clearly distinguished from the surrounding waters thanks to its higher SST and Chl-a 53 

values. Temperature and salinity values over the water column confirm the origin of the eddy from 54 

the Algerian Current (AC) showing the presence of recent Atlantic water in the surface layer and 55 

Levantine Intermediate Water (LIW) in the deeper layer. The eddy footprint is clearly evident in the 56 

multiparametric vertical sections conducted along its main axis. 57 

Deepening of temperature, salinity and density isolines at the center of the eddy is associated with 58 

variations in Chl-a, oxygen concentration and turbidity patterns. In particular, at 50 m depth along 59 

the eddy borders, Chl-a values are higher (1.1-5.2 μg/l) in comparison with the eddy center (0.5-0.7 60 

μg/l) with maximum values found in the southeastern sector of the eddy. 61 

Calculation of geostrophic velocities along transects and vertical quasi-geostrophic velocities (QG-62 

w) over a regular 5 km grid from the glider data helped to describe the mechanisms and functioning 63 

of the eddy. QG-w presents an asymmetric pattern, with relatively strong downwelling in the 64 

western part of the eddy and upwelling in the southeastern part. This asymmetry in the vertical 65 

velocity pattern, which brings LIW into the euphotic layer as well as advection from the 66 

northeastern sector of the eddy, may explain the observed increases in Chl-a values.  67 



1 INTRODUCTION 68 

The Algerian Basin occupies most of the southern part of the Western Mediterranean Sea and is 69 

characterized by the presence of both fresh surface waters coming from the Atlantic (Atlantic Water 70 

- AW) and more saline waters from the Mediterranean region (Millot, 1999, 2006). The interaction 71 

between AW and the resident saltier waters occurs at different scales, including the basin-scale, 72 

sub-basin–scale and mesoscale structures that together characterize the basin dynamics (Robinson 73 

and Golnaraghi 1994; Fusco et al., 2003; Vidal-Vijande et al. 2011).  74 

AW flows along the Algerian slope, forming the Algerian Current (AC), the along-slope flow that 75 

drives this water mass from Gibraltar to the rest of the Western and Eastern Mediterranean basins 76 

(Millot, 1985). Due to complex hydrodynamical processes, this along-slope current generally 77 

becomes unstable, meanders and generates mesoscale eddies (e.g., Millot, 1985; Font et al., 1998; 78 

Font et al. 2004; Salas et al. 2002; Olita et al., 2011). A typical AC instability can be described as a 79 

meander associated with cyclonic and anticyclonic mesoscale eddies (Moran et al., 2001). Previous 80 

studies based on in-situ and satellite data have described the typical origins, paths and evolution of 81 

these structures (Millot, 1999; Ruiz et al., 2002; Taupier-Letage et al., 2003; Millot and Taupier-82 

Letage, 2005). According to these studies, AC meanders usually carry an embedded  (coastal) 83 

anticyclonic eddy that is associated with an upwelling cell on its southwestern side; often there is an 84 

accompanying short-lived shallow cyclonic circulation on the meander crest (e.g., Obaton et al., 85 

2000; Moran et al., 2001). 86 

The anticyclonic eddies (hereafter Algerian Eddies, AEs) can rapidly grow to up to 50–100 km in 87 

diameter, reach vertical extents of hundreds or thousands of meters (Ruiz et al., 2002), and drift 88 

eastwards along the slope at a few km/day. Owing to topographic forcing when approaching the 89 

Sardinia channel, they successively separate from the AC and drift northward. AEs then skirt the 90 

Sardinian slope where they interact with the Levantine Intermediate Water (LIW) vein (Millot, 91 

1987; Millot and Taupier-Letage, 2005). Finally, AEs propagate offshore (westward) into the 92 

central part of the basin, following a counterclockwise pathway in the Eastern Algerian Basin that 93 

can also include several loops (Millot, 1999; Fuda et al., 2000; Ruiz et al., 2002; Taupier-Letage et 94 

al., 2003). 95 

AEs have been observed since the 1980s in satellite infrared images (Taupier-Letage and Millot, 96 

1988), and can last for many months or even years (Millot et al., 1997; Puillat et al., 2002). They 97 

can have a strong impact on the general circulation of the entire Algerian Basin, with marked 98 

repercussions for the distribution of water masses and biochemical parameters and, hence, on 99 

ecosystems. For example, when located along the Algerian slope AEs can dramatically alter the 100 

AC, eventually forcing the latter to flow perpendicularly to the coast for months (Millot et al., 1997; 101 



Taupier-Letage and Millot, 1988), altering its usual along slope flow (Font et al., 1998). More 102 

recent studies using satellite altimetry data and numerical modelling (Pujol and Larnicol, 2005; 103 

Pascual et al., 2007 and 2014; Escudier, 2015) have shown that the AC and associated eddies are 104 

characterized by high levels of eddy kinetic energy. 105 

Studies based on remote sensing have shown close correlation between thermal and ocean color 106 

satellite signatures, demonstrating that mesoscale dynamics modulate biological activity (Arnone 107 

and La Violette, 1986; Taupier-Letage, 1988; Arnone et al., 1990; Taupier-Letage et al., 2003). 108 

Consequently, biological activity is also characterized by large mesoscale spatial and temporal 109 

variability (e.g., Lohrenz et al., 1988a, 1988b; Robinson, 1983; Morel and André, 1991). A large 110 

anticorrelation between sea level anomalies and phytoplankton biomass has also been found by 111 

Olita et al., (2011) in the central zone of the basin, suggesting a clear biological response to the 112 

shoaling/deepening of isopycnals, and thus  to nutrient injection (removal) into (out of) the euphotic 113 

layer.  114 

To describe these processes it is therefore important to conduct frequent multi-platform and 115 

mesoscale-dedicated monitoring activities in the study area with data collection at small sampling 116 

intervals, without neglecting useful information from larger spatial scales. To properly address these 117 

scientific challenges, new technologies for in situ data collection, mainly Autonomous Underwater 118 

Vehicles (AUVs) and reliable satellite data are being progressively implemented. AUVs allow the 119 

collection of high resolution physical and biological data, providing useful contributions to the 120 

understanding of mesoscale and sub-mesoscale dynamics (Ruiz et al., 2009) while remote sensing 121 

provides a better understanding of the processes at basin scale. 122 

This paper focuses on the description of the structure of a mesoscale eddy in space and depth and its 123 

effects on mixed layer depth and biochemistry. In this work we take advantage of new technologies 124 

combining use of AUV observations and a large set of satellite-observed variables. In particular, a 125 

Slocum deep glider mission was carried out during September-December 2014 in the framework of 126 

the ABACUS (Algerian BAsin Circulation Unmanned Survey) project supported by the Joint 127 

European Research Infrastructure network for Coastal Observatories (JERICO). 128 

The paper is structured as follows: first a description of the glider characteristics and mission, the 129 

satellite datasets and the methodology for the analysis performed on the data are presented; then the 130 

main results and discussion follow. 131 

 132 

  133 



2 DATA AND METHODS 134 

From September 15 to December 19 2014 two deep SLOCUM G2 glider missions were carried out 135 

in the Algerian Basin in the framework of the ABACUS project. The glider missions were 136 

supported by JERICO TransNational Access (TNA – Seventh framework programme) and were 137 

designed to perform a Mallorca-Algeria monitoring repeat line, and eventually investigate the 138 

presence of mesoscale structures thanks to the gliders’ adaptive sampling capabilities. As a large 139 

surface eddy was detected in AVISO altimetry maps south east of Mallorca, the original sampling 140 

strategy for the first glider mission was modified. After concluding a first transect from Mallorca to 141 

Algeria, the glider sampling route was modified in order to cross the eddy along two transects 142 

collecting physical and biochemical measurements (Figure 1). 143 

 144 

 145 

In situ data collection was supported by continuous monitoring of remotely sensed data from 146 

different platforms. Successive satellite images of altimetry (AVISO), sea surface temperature 147 

(SST) and chlorophyll-a concentration (Chl-a) from NASA were used to depict the large scale 148 

dynamics of the area of interest for eddy presence, location of  mesoscale structures and, 149 

consequently, definition of the sampling track. 150 

 151 

Figure 1: Sea level anomaly map (color scale) and associated geostrophic velocity anomalies

(black arrows) from AVISO data on 26 September 2014. Blue line shows the glider track

from 15 September to 20 October 2014.



 152 

2.1 GLIDER CHARACTERISTICS, SENSORS AND SAMPLING PLAN 153 

Gliders are autonomous underwater vehicles providing high‐resolution hydrographic and bio-154 

chemical measurements. These vehicles control their buoyancy to allow vertical motion in the water 155 

column and make use of their hydrodynamic shape and small fins to make horizontal motions 156 

(Bouffard et al., 2010). In particular, ABACUS project field activities were performed in 157 

collaboration with the Balearic Islands Coastal Observing and Forecasting System (SOCIB) and 158 

Instituto Mediterráneo de Estudios Avanzados (IMEDEA CSIC-UIB) using a SLOCUM G2 glider 159 

for deep water (1000 m maximum depth) with a vertical speed of 0.18±0.02 m/s resulting in an 160 

horizontal velocity of about 0.36 m/s. Real time data transmission from the glider can be 161 

configured. For this mission this occurred every 8 km (6 hours) and permitted the retrieval of a first 162 

overview of the data collected, as well as transmission of new sampling and navigation directives to 163 

the glider. 164 

In this paper we focus on the glider data from the mission conducted from 15 September to 20 165 

October 2014 over the area of interest for the presence of a mesoscale eddy (Figure 1). 166 

The pre-mission activities were carried out at the SOCIB glider facility (Tintoré et al., 2013) and 167 

included all ballasting and adjustment operations needed to assure the glider capability to reach the 168 

surface. Within this scope, the climatological maximum value of temperature and minimum value 169 

of salinity for the studied area and period have been analyzed. These data were used as extreme 170 

hydrographic characteristics of the water to be navigated and allowed us to derive the minimum 171 

density (1024.0683 Kg/m
3
) needed to precisely tune the glider for the target waters. 172 

Resolution of sampling was defined according to the scientific aims of the mission (high resolution 173 

in both horizontal and vertical directions) and considering the energetic constraints of the platform. 174 

The data acquisition strategy was set in order to complete a saw-tooth navigation pattern (Figure 2) 175 

allowing the glider to dive with an angle of 26° between 20 and 975 m depth. The glider was 176 

programmed to sample only during downcasts (Figure 2 coloured lines) with a final alongtrack 177 

resolution of almost 4 km once the profile is normalized in the vertical. No data were collected 178 

during upcasts (Figure 2 black lines). 179 

 180 



 181 

 182 

The glider platform carried a series of physical and biochemical sensors sampling the seawater at 183 

different rates according to depth as shown in table 1. 184 

 185 

 186 

 187 

Figure 2: Slocum glider navigation and sampling scheme. During each downcast (red arrow)

CTD and oxygen sensors (cyan line) sampled the water column from surface to 975 m,

while optical parameters (green line) have been sampled down to 300 m with variable

resolution (details in table 1). No data were acquired during upcasts (black arrows).

Table1: Sampling rate and vertical resolution of glider data.

Parameter Instrument Sample rate (Hz) Vertical resolution (m) Depth range (m)

Temperature,Salinity, 

Depth

GPCTD - Glider payload pumped CTD

by Seabird
1/2 0.4 -5/-1000

Oxygen Optode 5013 by AADI 1/4 0.8 -5/-1000

Fluorescence, Turbidity FLNTUslk by Wetlabs 1/8 1.6 -5/-150

1/16 3.2 -150/-300



After the mission, data were transferred from the internal glider memory to the SOCIB Data Center 188 

where pre-processing, quality control and validation were carried out and production of level 1 and 189 

level 2 data occurred (Cusi et al., 2013) before the dissemination of the data on the web. In this 190 

paper, level 2 data of about 380 glider casts collected during the entire cruise were used. 191 

Glider CTD profiles also allowed the calculation of surface geostrophic currents across the sections 192 

sampled by the glider. Aliasing linked to internal waves (Rundik and Cole, 2011) did not affect 193 

isobaric quantity since we focus the analysis on mesoscale structures (> 30 km). The reference level 194 

of 850 dbar was chosen as the maximum common depth for the sampled profiles and, on the basis 195 

of previous studies in the area, reporting velocities of about 1-2 cm/s at 800-1000 m (Millot, 2005), 196 

which is close to the level of no motion. Depth-averaged currents from glider data were not used 197 

due to possible  large errors in the glider’s compass, which introduces significant spurious velocities 198 

in the estimation of depth-averaged currents (Merckelbach et al. 2008). 199 

 200 

2.2 ALTIMETRY DATA 201 

Altimetry data over the entire Algerian Basin were used to investigate the main characteristics of 202 

the identified mesoscale eddy: its mean path, dimensions, sea surface elevation and translation 203 

speed. 204 

In particular, multi-mission daily maps of Sea Level Anomaly (SLA), Geostrophic Velocity 205 

Anomalies, Absolute Dynamic Topography (ADT) and absolute geostrophic velocities from early 206 

June 2014 to November 2014 provided by AVISO-SSALTO/DUACS 207 

(http://www.aviso.altimetry.fr/en/data.html) system were used. 208 

The entire dataset is available on a 1/8°x1/8° regular Cartesian grid over the Mediterranean Sea and 209 

results from the merging process of all altimeter missions (SARAL/AltiKa, Cryosat-2, HY2a, 210 

Jason-1&2, T/P, Envisat, GFO, ERS-1 & 2 and even Geosat). ADT data are computed by AVISO 211 

as the sum of SLA and mean dynamic topography (SMDT-MED-2014, Rio et al., 2014). In this 212 

work the "all sat merged" data series is used in order to guarantee a better quality of the data despite 213 

of the number of available satellites at a given time that may change over the period. In particular, 214 

from June to October 2014, data from four altimeter missions have been included in the selected 215 

dataset. Moreover the choice of the “all sat merged” dataset is also based on the fact that even if the 216 

horizontal resolution (1/8°) of SLA maps does not allow us to identify most of eddies with sizes 217 

smaller than thirty kilometres, Pascual et al. (2007) indicated that three altimeters are sufficient for 218 

a correct monitoring of the mesoscale circulation of the Mediterranean Sea and that four may 219 

resolve circulation features with sizes significantly smaller than 1/8° (Iacono et al., 2013). 220 

Furthermore Capet et al (2014) showed that the new AVISO dataset released in April 2014 offers an 221 

http://www.aviso.altimetry.fr/en/data.html


enhanced description of mesoscale activity, even within a 300 km coastal band, with more eddies 222 

detected and lower eddy radius estimates. Therefore, eddies with a radius of about 100 km, or 223 

slightly smaller, are expected to be sufficiently resolved over most of the dataset.  224 

 225 

2.3 MODIS DATA  226 

Sea Surface Temperature (SST) and Chlorophyll concentration (Chl-a) information acquired by 227 

NASA MODerate resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS) Terra and Aqua satellites over 228 

the Western Mediterranean Sea have been included in this study. In particular, level-2 and level-3 229 

Ocean Color (OC) and SST products acquired for the entire period of the glider mission 230 

(http://oceancolor.gsfc.nasa.gov) were used. The use of products at different processing levels 231 

depended on the specific investigation that was carried out. Level-3 at 4 km resolution averaged 232 

over 3-days were combined with altimetry information to perform a preliminary basin-scale 233 

analysis of the AC and to detect the presence and the evolution of mesoscale structures during 234 

September and October 2014. Level-2 daily data at 1 km resolution, instead, were used to study in 235 

detail the monitored eddy and to discuss its evolution during the glider cruise. The MODIS satellite 236 

constellation provided about twice daily diurnal imagery. Concerning SST, only night-time data 237 

were used in order to avoid any disturbance due to the insolation effect (Gentemann and Wentz, 238 

2001). Furthermore, cloud cover effects were removed using a specific filter (Ackerman et al., 239 

1997; Brown and Minnett, 1999). This operation reduced the amount of information in some scenes 240 

but considerably improved their quality and reliability. MODIS data have been processed, analyzed 241 

and visualized using Matlab and SEADAS, a comprehensive image analysis package for the 242 

processing, display, analysis, and quality control of ocean color data provided by NASA. 243 

 244 

2.4 QUASI-GEOSTROPHIC THEORY 245 

Vertical motion has been diagnosed using the quasi-geostrophic (QG) Omega equation, which is a 246 

well-known approach used in physical oceanography (Pinot et al., 1996). This indirect method can 247 

be applied in this case study since local the Rossby number is on the order of 0.1. To resolve the 248 

Omega equation, fields of geostrophic velocities and density are required along both space and 249 

depth. In this work, data are obtained from glider hydrographic measurements and some additional 250 

boundary conditions (w=0 for the upper and lower boundaries and Neumann conditions at the 251 

lateral boundaries). 252 

The gridded fields of dynamic height and density used as inputs to solve the Omega equation, have 253 

been obtained through an Optimal Statistical Interpolation scheme (Gomis et al., 2001). 254 

Observations have been interpolated over a grid of 5 km resolution using a length scale correlation 255 

http://oceancolor.gsfc.nasa.gov/


of 28 km derived empirically from observations. Moreover, small scales not resolved by the 256 

sampling have been filtered out using a low-pass filter (Pedder, 1993). In other words, only 257 

structures > 80 km diameter have been retained in the interpolated fields. This is a conservative 258 

approach but, given the distribution of the observations, it ensures that output fields are not 259 

contaminated by artificial structures from the interpolation process. The Optimal Statistical 260 

Interpolation scheme used is an algorithm that operates on 2D fields, so it is applied level by level 261 

from 20 to 850 m depth. Note that the interpolation has been performed in a reduced area where the 262 

observations properly resolve the scales considered in this analysis (> 80 km). 263 

 264 

 265 

3 RESULTS 266 

3.1 WATER MASSES 267 

The θ/S diagram shows the presence of typical Mediterranean water masses (Figure 3). The surface 268 

layer (0-50 m) of most of the profiles is characterized by recent and old Atlantic Water (AW) 269 

presence while intermediate layers are occupied by Levantine Intermediate Water (LIW). As 270 

expected, the deepest layer shows the presence of a Western Mediterranean Deep Water (WMDW) 271 

signal. 272 

 273 



 274 

 275 

During this glider mission, AW properties are found to vary over a large range of values for both 276 

salinity (36.5-38.0) and temperature (15 °C-27.6 °C) according to different stages of mixing, 277 

geographical position and residence time in the Mediterranean Sea. Fresher and colder AW is found 278 

in the southern part of the basin, while more mixed and modified AW is found in the northern 279 

sectors of the glider path. In particular, northern sectors are characterized by the presence of the 280 

saltiest surface water identified during the mission, thanks to the high level of modification of the 281 

AW, as well as to the more Balearic characteristics of the water masses. 282 

Below 300 m depth and beneath the AW layer, it is possible to identify the presence of LIW. Most 283 

profiles show the presence of LIW characterized by θ≤13.5° and S~38.5 and low oxygen 284 

concentration values. According to these thermohaline properties, the LIW identified during the 285 

glider mission may have followed the normal expected route, exiting from the Sardinia channel, 286 

flowing along the Western Sardinia slope and the French and Spanish slopes, and finally reaching 287 

the Algerian basin (Millot and Taupier-Letage, 2005). 288 

Figure 3: Potential temperature/salinity diagram (θ/S) for the entire glider mission. Blue and

green circles identify data from the southern and northern sectors of the track respectively.

Data associated with the eddy area are represented by red dots.



WMDW is found in the deepest sampled layer between 800 and 1000 m depth, with typical θ values 289 

<13 °C and S values ranging between 38.43 and 38.46. 290 

Similarity between water masses inside and outside the eddy structure can be clearly shown by 291 

dividing the entire mission into three legs. A northern leg (green dots) includes all the glider 292 

profiles sampled north of 38.4°N and of the eddy area, which are characterized by the presence of 293 

the saltier and more Balearic water at the surface as previously described, as well as by LIW 294 

presence at depth. The southern leg of the Mallorca-Algeria transect (blue dots) shows the expected 295 

presence of fresher water of recent Atlantic origin at the surface that is associated with the AC 296 

system and typical LIW presence from 300-600 m. Temperature and salinity values measured at the 297 

surface level inside the identified eddy (red dots) are more similar to water mass characteristics of 298 

the southern part of the basin (blue dots). The presence of recent AW water is clear and, again, the 299 

LIW core is identified at depths greater than 300 m. The correspondence of thermohaline properties 300 

of water masses inside the eddy with those identified in the southern part of the basin is a clear 301 

indication of the possible origin of the eddy from this area, and probably from a perturbation of the 302 

AC main flux. Moreover this hypothesis seems to perfectly agree with results derived from the 303 

satellite data analysis shown in section 3.5. 304 

 305 

 306 

3.2 TEMPERATURE, SALINITY AND DENSITY SECTIONS 307 

Potential temperature (θ), salinity (S) and potential density anomaly (σ0) sections obtained through 308 

glider data along two transects crossing the eddy in the SW/NE and SE/NW directions are 309 

represented in figures 4 and 5 for the 0-800 m (a, b, c) and 0-150 m (d, e, f) layers. The data point to 310 

the presence of a strong seasonal thermocline at about 20/30 m. Above this thermocline, an area of 311 

higher salinity (37.34) centered at 3.75°W  and temperature (25.4 °C at 3.5°W) is found in 312 

correspondence with the eddy center, while water masses with lower salinity (37.20) and 313 

temperature (24.6 °C) values occupy the surrounding area (Figures 4e, 4d, 5e, 5d). Below this 314 

surface layer, a typical anticyclonic thermohaline structure is seen with the expected deepening of 315 

isotherms in correspondence with the eddy center (13.5 °C at 250 m depth, figures 4a,5a). A stable 316 

salinity layer (S=37.00) reaches to 80 m depth in the center of the eddy and shallower depths (about 317 

50 m) along its borders. In the 300-600 m layer, the salinity values rapidly increase due to the 318 

presence of LIW; about 38.50 with a core of more salty water (38.55/38.56) beneath the eddy center 319 

(Figures 4b, 5b). As expected and according to the anticyclonic circulation, the vertical extension of 320 

the LIW is larger in the center of the eddy than along its borders, as also described in previous 321 

studies focusing on anticyclonic eddies in the Algerian Basin (Ruiz et al., 2002). 322 



 323 

Figures 4: Sections from surface to 800 m depth of potential temperature θ (a), salinity (b)

and potential density anomaly σ0 (c) along the SW/NE axis of the eddy. The first 150 m of

the water column for θ (d), salinity (e) and σ0 (f) are also shown.



 324 

Figures 5: Sections from surface to 800 m depth of potential temperature θ (a), salinity (b) and

potential density anomaly σ0 (c) along the SE/NW axis of the eddy. The first 150 m of the

water column for θ (d), salinity (e) and σ0 (f) are also shown.



In the 800-1000 m layer (not shown) the salinity decreases with depth due to the ending of the LIW 325 

signal, whose presence is confined within the 300-600 m layer. In correspondence with the eddy 326 

center, temperature data show the deepening of isolines at all sampled depth (Figures 4a, 5a). 327 

Potential density anomaly sections from 0 to 800 m depth (Figures 4c, f and 5c, f) show the 328 

expected presence of a strong seasonal pycnocline and the deepening of isolines associated with the 329 

eddy circulation, with the 28.85 Kg/m
3 

isoline reaching to about 300 m in correspondence with the 330 

eddy center.  331 

The mixed layer depth (MLD) and maximum vertical extension of the eddy can be determined on 332 

the basis of θ, S and σ0 profiles. The analysis of single glider casts show that the MLD is found to 333 

be located above a strong seasonal thermocline at about 20/25 m. The calculation of the MLD has 334 

also been tested against some objective criteria based on temperature and density profiles included 335 

in Kara et al. (2000), and confirm our estimates. During the entire glider cruise, σ0 rapidly increases 336 

at the MLD from 25.1 kg/m
3 

to 26.5 kg/m
3
 and temperature decreases from more than 24.5 °C to 337 

about 17 °C (Figures 4d, e, f and 5d, e, f). The MLD does not seem to be affected by eddy presence, 338 

with profiles inside and outside the eddy showing the same water column structure. The maximum 339 

vertical extension reached by the eddy signal is ~300 m, where a clear deepening of potential 340 

temperature (13.48 °C), salinity (38.3) and density isolines (28.85 kg/m
3
) is still evident in 341 

correspondence with the eddy center (Figures 4a, c and 5a, c). 342 

This value is in agreement with previous studies (Ruiz et al., 2002; Isern-Fontanet et al., 2004) 343 

focusing on similar mesoscale structure in the study area. 344 

 345 

3.3 OXYGEN AND CHLOROPHYLL CONCENTRATION SECTIONS 346 

The glider biochemical instrumentation allowed us to sample oxygen, turbidity and chlorophyll 347 

content of water masses inside and outside the eddy. Optical measurements, including back-348 

scattering and fluorescence, should be calibrated through in situ measurements and associated with 349 

the specific community composition (Cetinic et al., 2015). Nevertheless uncalibrated optical data 350 

collected during ABACUS mission can still be a useful proxy for the real concentration/abundance 351 

of the phytoplankton community. 352 

As described in the data section, turbidity, Chl-a and O2 parameter have been sampled at different 353 

rates with depth in order to better represent the surface and sub-surface layers along the SW/NE 354 

(Figures 6a, b, c) and SE/NW (Figures 7a, b, c) axes of the eddy. 355 



 356 

Figures 6: Sections from surface to 150 m depth of turbidity (a) and chlorophyll

concentration (b) along the SW/NE axis of the eddy. Oxygen concentration (c) is shown for

the 0-800 m layer.



 357 

Turbidity data (Figures 6a,7a) show the presence of the eddy footprint in the 0 – 70 m layer. In 358 

particular, increased signals (0.04/0.06 NTU) are found at about 50 m depth, with higher values (up 359 

to 0.15 NTU) in correspondence with eddy boundaries and the maximum turbidity value in the 360 

southeastern area of the eddy. The surface layer along both transects (depth < 20 m) is characterized 361 

by a positive NTU gradient from the centre of the eddy to its periphery, where shoaling of salinity 362 

and temperature isolines was noted while deeper layers (depth > 70 m) showed very low turbidity 363 

values along the transects. 364 

Figures 7: Sections from surface to 150 m depth of turbidity (a) and chlorophyll

concentration (b) along the SE/NW axis of the eddy. Oxygen concentration (c) is shown for

the 0-800 m layer.



During the entire cruise, turbidity data at about 20 m depth show the existence of marked 365 

differences between adjacent profiles. This difference may depend on variations in the vertical 366 

motion of the glider. In particular, data collected from profiles where the glider reaches the surface 367 

differ from data collected when the glider casts are limited to the 20-975 m layer. Nevertheless, the 368 

presence of high turbidity value at about 50 m as discussed above is not influenced by this 369 

anomalous behaviour. 370 

A high sub-surface oxygen concentration layer (220 μmol/l) is found at about 50 m depth along all 371 

sections across the eddy (Figures 6c, 7c). As high differences between adjacent profiles are also 372 

found in the oxygen data relative to this layer, a further analysis will be required to reduce errors 373 

connected to glider vertical motion. Nevertheless, the presence of this high concentration layer is 374 

confirmed by measurements along all the transects. After a regular decrease, a relative maximum 375 

(200 μmol/l) is found just under the eddy center in both sections between 130 m and 200 m depth. 376 

This increase in oxygen concentration could be linked to the development of sub-mesoscale 377 

filaments in the mixed layer that may alternately upwell nutrients to the euphotic zone and 378 

downwell oxygen in the central part of the eddy (Niewiadomska et al., 2008; Perry et al., 2008; 379 

Brannigan et al., 2015). 380 

Minimum values of 150 μmol/l are found between 400 m and 500 m depth and are associated with 381 

the presence of LIW (Figures 4b and 5b) in correspondence with the eddy center. After the end of 382 

the LIW signal, the O2 concentration increases again to 160 μmol/l in the deepest sampled layer. 383 

Some asymmetry is present in the oxygen distribution in this layer; shoaling of the 160 μmol/l 384 

isoline is found, with the shallower (600 m) depth in the northeastern sector of the eddy, and the 385 

deeper layer (900-950 m) in the southwestern sector of the transect (depths >800 m not shown). 386 

The chlorophyll distributions along the sections (Figures 6b, 7b) show relatively higher values 387 

(0.5/0.7 μg/l) at about 50 m depth along all the transects, while shallower and deeper layers are 388 

characterized by lower concentration values (< 0.2 μg/l). At 50 m depth the eddy footprint is clearly 389 

visible as an increase of Chl-a concentration along its borders. Along the SE/NW transect (Figure 390 

7b), concentration values up to 5.2 μg/l are reached on the eastern border of the eddy, while a 391 

maximum concentration of 1.1 μg/l is found on its western side. The SW/NE section confirms the 392 

presence of higher values of Chl-a on the eddy borders and the relatively higher concentration on its 393 

eastern side (Figure 6b). 394 

This distribution, with no significant chlorophyll concentration at surface and a sub-surface 395 

chlorophyll maximum at 50-100 m depth agrees with previous studies on eddy presence in the same 396 

area (Taupier-Letage et al, 2003), except for the presence of a relative Chl-a maximum at depth in 397 

correspondence with the eddy center that is not observed in the ABACUS mission dataset. 398 



Taupier-Letage et al. (2003) also pointed out that  an increase in Chl-a concentration was linked to 399 

the shoaling of isolines along the eddy borders and the possible contribution of Mediterranean 400 

waters (salinity>38) and associated nutrients to biological production. A similar distribution is 401 

shown from sections derived from glider data collected during the ABACUS mission. The shoaling 402 

of temperature, salinity and density isolines along the eddy borders characterizes a large layer 403 

including the depths where Chl-a maximum values are observed. This is also shown in figures 8a, b 404 

where Chl-a sections along the SW/NE (a) and SE/NW (b) transects are plotted together with the 405 

corresponding density values in order to highlight the correspondence between Chl-a maxima 406 

position and density variations. 407 

 408 

 409 

Figures 8: Sections from 20 m to 100 m depth of chlorophyll concentration (color scale) and

potential density anomaly (black isolines) along the SW/NE (a) and SE/NW (b) axes of the

eddy.

A

B



 410 

The horizontal asymmetry in Chl-a distribution between the eastern and western borders is well 411 

represented in figure 9. The horizontal map of Chl-a concentration at 45 m depth from glider data 412 

shows the highest values in the southeastern part of the eddy, with relatively higher values in the 413 

northeastern part of it. An increase in Chl-a concentration is found all along the eddy borders 414 

(indicated by the grey area) estimated from the minimum and maximum extent of the eddy on the 415 

basis of in situ and satellite data 416 

 417 

 418 

 419 

 420 

 421 

Figures 9: Chlorophyll concentration (μg/l) map at 45 m depth from glider casts (black dots).

Grey area identifies the eddy boundary area derived from the estimated radius.



3.4 GEOSTROPHIC AND AGEOSTROPHIC VELOCITIES 422 

Temperature and salinity data collected by the glider have been used to calculate geostrophic 423 

velocities (GEOVEL) along three sections in the eddy area (L1, L2 and L3 in Figures 10). As 424 

previously described, GEOVEL was referred to 850 dbar, considered as the deepest common depth 425 

of all the profiles and according to previous studies in the area (Millot, 2005). 426 

 427 

 428 

 429 

The data clearly confirm the existence of the anticyclonic circulation in the first 300 m depth 430 

associated with the eddy, with higher values confined to the first 100 m. Intense GEOVEL values 431 

are found in correspondence with the eddy border, where temperature and salinity variations, 432 

Figures 10: Geostrophic velocity (relative to 850 dbar) calculated from glider CTD data

from surface to 300 m depth. Current speed across sections (a), zonal (b) and meridional (c)

components are shown. White dots indicate intermediate positions between consecutive

glider casts. Sampling transects are indicated in map and along the x-axis of sections.



previously described, imply a change in the density field. Over depth, GEOVEL values rapidly 433 

decrease after the eddy layer, without any significant pattern amongst the sections. 434 

During L1 GEOVEL reach their maximum value (43 cm/s) at about 50 km along the section (Figure 435 

10 a). This maximum is linked to large values calculated for the meridional component of the 436 

geostrophic currents that are here directed northwest. After crossing the central eddy area along L1, 437 

the geostrophic current is mainly directed southsast, with current speed of about 20 cm/s and a local 438 

maximum of 35 cm/s (distance 116 km). 439 

Along the southern part of the L3 transect, geostrophic currents are directed SW and current speeds 440 

up to 40 cm/s are found (section distance ~260 km), once again in correspondence with very intense 441 

values calculated for the meridional component of the current.  442 

The second part of the L3 section is characterized by GEOVEL directed in the northeast direction 443 

with a maximum value of 30 cm/s (section distance 331 km). 444 

All the described maxima are located at about 50 m depth along both transects, at variable distances 445 

from the center of the eddy. 446 

The maximum depth reached by the peculiar circulation associated with the eddy structure can be 447 

defined on the basis of deepening of velocity isolines. Along L1, the 10 cm/s isoline (absolute 448 

value) can reach down to 200 m depth, with the deepest values near the eddy center, while along the 449 

SE to NW (L3) section, the same isoline reaches about 150 m depth. This difference could be linked 450 

to the 10 day delay between the two transects, and possible evolution of the eddy, becoming 451 

shallower in depth. 452 

Figure 11a shows dynamic height at 45 m depth calculated on the regular 5 km grid through 453 

Optimal Statistical Interpolation scheme from glider in situ data. Maximum differences of about 10 454 

cm are found between the center and the edge of the eddy. The signature of the anticyclonic eddy is 455 

clearly visible in the associated geostrophic velocity field that reaches values of about 30 cm/s. In 456 

order to better define the spatial pattern of the anticyclonic eddy, relative geostrophic vorticity has 457 

been computed (magnitude of about ±1x10
-5

 s
-1

). Negative values are found in the center of the 458 

domain in correspondence with the large anticyclonic structure while the northeast and northwest of 459 

the domain are dominated by positive relative vorticity (Figure 11b). 460 

 461 



 462 

Figures 11: Dynamic height at 45 m depth and associated geostrophic velocities (a), relative 

geostrophic vorticity (b) and quasi geostrophic vertical velocity (c) calculated on a regular 5 

km grid from the Optimal Statistical Interpolation scheme.
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 463 

Regarding the quasi-geostrophic vertical velocity (QG-w, Figure 11c), values of upward motion 464 

(positive) of about +5 m/day have been diagnosed in the eastern part of the domain and downward 465 

motion (negative) in the northwestern part (values up to -25 m/day). This pattern in QG-w could 466 

explain the general asymmetry observed in the Chl-a field (higher values in the east than in the 467 

west). It should be noted that the domain considered to resolve the Omega equation is larger than 468 

the dimension of the QG-w field shown in figure 11c, such that the effects of the lateral boundary 469 

conditions are not critical. However, negative values are likely overestimated due to the lack of 470 

observations in the western part of the domain (in the east, the L2 north-south section is available to 471 

close the radial section). Statistical error analysis (not shown) reveals that observed variables and 472 

those linearly related to them can be estimated with a relative error (rms error relative to the 473 

standard deviation of the field) smaller than 10-15% in the inner domain. For variables not linearly 474 

related to observed variables (e.g., quasi-geostrophic vertical velocity) the error can reach values up 475 

to 30% (Gomis and Pedder, 2005).  476 

Station distribution and differences in the data used may also account for differences between the 477 

sea level anomaly maps and SSH from glider and AVISO data. 478 

Vertical motion diagnosed in this study is coherent in terms of spatial pattern and magnitude, with 479 

the horizontal gradients of the geostrophic vertical vorticity (not shown). Therefore, a water parcel 480 

under the effect of moderate vertical motion is simultaneously affected by the horizontal velocity, 481 

which can result in small vertical displacement of that water parcel and decorrelate the regions of 482 

Chl-a maxima. 483 

 484 

 485 

3.5 SEA SURFACE HEIGHT, TEMPERATURE AND CHLOROPHYLL CONCENTRATION 486 

FROM SATELLITE DATA 487 

 488 

AVISO SLA maps have been used to identify the position of the mesoscale structure and to modify 489 

the track of the glider in order to intercept and sample the eddy along its main axes. Moreover SLA 490 

maps allow us to study additional eddy parameters like the mean radius, amplitude, or translation 491 

speed. Maps of SLA and associated geostrophic velocity anomalies over the entire Algerian Basin 492 

from early June 2014 to the end of October 2014, when operations at sea ended, have been used to 493 

track the eddy path since its spawning on early June. The eddy sampled by the glider has been 494 

tracked on the basis of the position occupied by the maximum of sea level anomaly in consecutive 495 

altimetry snapshots. 496 



The eddy was generated by splitting from another positive sea level anomaly located at 6°E/37.5°N 497 

(Figure 12). This first anomaly corresponds to the Eastern Algerian Gyre (EAG) already described 498 

by Testor et al. (2005). This gyre has an almost stable position during our investigation period, only 499 

moving seaward after one month and approaching the Algerian coast once again at the end of 500 

October.  501 

On the other hand, the studied eddy rapidly moves north-west toward the island of Mallorca and 502 

reaches its final position where it is located until the end of the glider mission, without further 503 

significant interaction with other low/high SLA structures. Its main track derived from the 504 

comparison of consecutive SLA maps (blue line in figure 12) since spawning (blue dot) is 505 

represented in figure 12 together with SLA map at the end of glider mission, when the eddy center 506 

(blue star) is still visible. 507 

 508 

 509 

 510 

The persistence of the EAG just west of the Sardinia channel and the northwestern direction 511 

followed by the sampled eddy is in agreement with the expected route for the AEs. In fact, as 512 

described by Millot and Taupier-Letage (2005), eddies that detach from the AC cannot cross the 513 

Figure 12: Sea level anomaly map (color scale) and associated geostrophic velocity

anomalies (black arrows) from AVISO data on 24 October 2014. Blue line shows the eddy

track from its birth in early June to October 2014.



Sardinia channel due to their size and vertical extent and are expected to propagate along the deeper 514 

slope. In our case, the eddy sampled by the glider is pinched off by a big positive anomaly blocked 515 

before the Sardinia channel, while the eddy itself is able to move westward joining the general 516 

cyclonic circulation of the basin. 517 

After spawning the sampled eddy seems to have had no further interaction with the AC system. It 518 

seems instead to have probably been in contact (i.e., end of June and early September, SLA maps 519 

not shown) with water masses from the northeastern part of the basin that may have contributed, 520 

together with evaporation processes, to the enrichment in salt of the eddy surface waters. 521 

Eddy parameters such as amplitude and radius are not constant during the observed period. 522 

Amplitude, estimated as the SLA value in the center of the eddy, reaches a maximum of 21.54 cm 523 

above the mean sea surface, with a mean amplitude during the studied period of 15.7 cm. Eddy 524 

radius during the glider cruise has been estimated on the basis of both in situ and remote sensed 525 

data. 526 

A mean radius of 56.8 and 65.5 km was estimated along the glider transects using surface salinity 527 

and maximum sub-surface geostrophic velocity values respectively. Similar results (62.5 km) were 528 

found considering altimetry data along the glider track. 529 

Moreover, in order to obtain more robust results on the eddy location and limits, an objective 530 

method has been considered through application of a new eddy tracker developed by Mason et al. 531 

(2014). Results estimated during the glider cruise period through this algorithm agree well with 532 

estimates obtained in this work (eddy radius, 49.8 km; position of eddy center 38.341°N/3.833°E). 533 

The translation speed of the eddy has been derived on the basis of the eddy center position in 534 

consecutive satellite altimetry images. Two different tests reveal a mean speed of the eddy of about 535 

4 km/day along its track from its origin to the area south of Mallorca where it stays until the end of 536 

the glider cruise. This speed value is in good agreement with the previous literature, describing a 537 

speed of a few km per day on atypical along-slope route from the AC area toward Sardinia followed 538 

by most such eddies (Ruiz et al., 2002; Millot and Taupier-Letage, 2005). Geostrophic current 539 

anomalies show the expected anticyclonic circulation associated with the positive sea level anomaly 540 

of the eddy and the spatial pattern is in good agreement with geostrophic velocities retrieved by 541 

glider thermohaline data. 542 

In order to better describe the eddy related dynamics in SST and Chl-a features, MODIS level-2 543 

daily maps at 1 km resolution have been acquired and analyzed. Due to persistent cloud cover over 544 

the studied area, the attention has been focused on the 26 September 2014 maps (Figure 13a, b). 545 

The SST pattern shows the presence of a filament of relatively colder water (≈25 °C) probably of 546 

AC origin that wraps and isolates a warmer eddy (≈26 °C) southeast of Mallorca (Figure 13a). A 547 



similar filament is present also on the western boundary of the large anticyclonic anomaly located at 548 

6.0°E and 37.5°N representing a deviation of the AC caused by the presence of the mesoscale 549 

structure (EAG) from which the sampled Algerian eddy originates. Due to this interaction between 550 

the AC and this persistent mesoscale structure, the AC seems to flow perpendicularly to the coast 551 

during the monitoring period in agreement with previous observations (Millot et al. 1997; Taupier-552 

Letage and Millot 1988; Ruiz et al. 2002).  553 

 554 



 555 

 556 

Even if most of the Chl-a maps are strongly affected by cloud cover during the glider mission, it is 557 

possible to identify several interesting features in the 26 September snapshot. The presence of the 558 

Figure 13: Sea surface temperature at night (a) and chlorophyll concentration (b) at 1 km

resolution from MODIS L2 data on the 26 September 2014. Both maps show the presence

of the investigated mesoscale eddy.



colder filament described in the SST maps seems to have a remarkable effect on the surface Chl-a 559 

pattern. In fact, the highest productivity values are found along this filament (Figure 13b). This is 560 

true also in correspondence with the eddy’s border where satellite maps show higher Chl-a values 561 

(≈0.15 mg/m
3
) with respect to the eddy center (≈0.03 mg/m

3
). These values totally agree with in 562 

situ surface measurements (5 m depth) recorded by the glider across the eddy and along its borders 563 

where high sub-surface Chl-a concentrations are observed (Figures 6, 7 and 8). Moreover, satellite 564 

maps show the presence of higher Chl-a concentration along the southeastern side of the eddy, thus 565 

confirming the high productivity values observed by the glider at 45 m depth in that region (Figure 566 

9). 567 

In order to bypass cloud cover limitations, MODIS level-3 3-days average SST and Chl-a maps at 4 568 

km resolution relative to the period of activities at sea (not shown) were acquired. SST and Chl-a 569 

patterns have been confirmed as well as the details on origin, track, evolution and radius of our 570 

eddy that are better described on the basis of altimetry data. 571 

 572 

4 CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSIONS 573 

Combining the use of AUV observations and remote sensing data, the structure of a mesoscale eddy 574 

in the Algerian basin has been analyzed. Multi-platform data show the evolution and characteristics 575 

of the eddy detaching from the Algerian Current and highlight the effect of the associated dynamics 576 

on biochemistry and on chlorophyll concentration patterns. The eddy was identified in the Algerian 577 

Basin and then monitored through a dedicated Slocum deep glider mission ( September-October 578 

2014).  579 

Satellite data have allowed us to describe the eddy track from its origin in the Algerian Current at 580 

6°E and 37.5°N, the typical position of the persistent EAG, to its last recorded position south of 581 

Mallorca. The eddy was characterized by a mean diameter of 112/130 km and a mean elevation in 582 

the center of the eddy of 15.7 cm with a clear footprint down to 300 m in salinity, temperature and 583 

density, even if no change in mixed layer depth is associated with its presence. 584 

Thermohaline characteristics of water masses trapped in the eddy coincide with temperature and 585 

salinity data observed in the southern part of the basin, thus confirming the origin of the eddy from 586 

the AC as also shown by satellite data. The surface layer of the eddy is occupied by AW at different 587 

modification levels, while intermediate layers are characterized by the presence of LIW. The 588 

anticyclonic circulation associated with the eddy is evident in geostrophic velocities calculated from 589 

glider CTD data across transects, on a regular 5 km grid obtained through Optimal Interpolation 590 

Statistic scheme and in geostrophic velocities derived from satellite altimetry data. 591 



Multiparameter sections and current patterns, have allowed us to characterize the hydrographic and 592 

biochemical structure associated with the eddy presence. Shoaling of isolines on the eddy border is 593 

evident for all the physical parameters, as well as for Chl-a. Coincidence of maxima chlorophyll 594 

values with the eddy border and estimated vertical quasi-geostrophic velocities suggests that 595 

positive (upward) velocities on the eastern eddy border may upwell intermediate water and 596 

associated nutrients to the photic layer, hence triggering enhanced productivity. Furthermore, as the 597 

Chl-a pattern shows some asymmetry on the horizontal plane with the highest values in the 598 

southeastern eddy sector, advection effects from the NE sector of the eddy to the SE sector are 599 

possible, which may be the source of  the high Chl-a values. 600 

This dataset, collected during the ABACUS glider mission supported by JERICO and integrated 601 

with satellite information, contributes to an increasing array of observations in the Southern 602 

Mediterranean Sea, an area traditionally lacking in situ measurements. Furthermore, it represents 603 

the first experiment in this basin using new glider technologies. Finally, it confirms the importance 604 

of AEs in the general circulation of the basin and the effect of their presence on the AC path and on 605 

biochemical variability. 606 

Moreover, results underline several aspects that may be improved during future ABACUS glider 607 

missions focused on the monitoring of mesoscale eddies: 608 

- Spatial resolution of glider observations may be increased to 2 km through the acquisition of data 609 

during both upcasts and downcasts. This will allow us to observe small scale structures that may 610 

have an effect on the distribution of biochemical parameters as suggested by the observed oxygen 611 

concentration patterns. 612 

- Glider tracks across the eddy area and acquisition of data along all the borders of the eddy may be 613 

designed in order to improve the results of the applied interpolation procedures and the general 614 

description of eddy properties, structure and shape. 615 

- Variations in geostrophic velocities and physical properties observed between the first and second 616 

transect also highlight the importance of a synoptic description of the eddy. This may be achieved 617 

through the use of a faster platform (i.e. SeaSoar and/or research vessels) or through the realization 618 

of a cost effective monitoring by two or more gliders eventually operating at reduced depths. 619 

On the other hand, future studies of the Algerian Basin should also focus on the temporal variability 620 

along the Mallorca-Algeria repeat line and on the comparison between high-resolution glider and 621 

altimetry data.  622 

  623 
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 848 

FIGURE AND TABLE CAPTIONS 849 

 850 

Figure 1: Sea level anomaly map (color scale) and associated geostrophic velocity anomalies (black 851 

arrows) from AVISO data on 26 September 2014. Blue line shows the glider track from 15 852 

September to 20 October 2014. 853 

 854 

Figure 2: Slocum glider navigation and sampling scheme. During each downcast (red arrow) CTD 855 

and oxygen sensors (cyan line) sampled the water column from surface to 975 m, while optical 856 

parameters (green line) have been sampled down to 300 m with variable resolution (details in table 857 

1). No data were acquired during upcasts (black arrows). 858 

 859 

Figure 3: Potential temperature/salinity diagram (θ/S) for the entire glider mission. Blue and green 860 

circles identify data from the southern and northern sectors of the track respectively. Data 861 

associated with the eddy area are represented by red dots. 862 

 863 

Figures 4: Sections from surface to 800 m depth of potential temperature θ (a), salinity (b) and 864 

potential density anomaly σ0 (c) along the SW/NE axis of the eddy. The first 150 m of the water 865 

column for θ (d), salinity (e) and σ0 (f) are also shown. 866 

 867 

Figures 5: Sections from surface to 800 m depth of potential temperature θ (a), salinity (b) and 868 

potential density anomaly σ0 (c) along the SE/NW axis of the eddy. The first 150 m of the water 869 

column for θ (d), salinity (e) and σ0 (f) are also shown. 870 

 871 

Figures 6: Sections from surface to 150 m depth of turbidity (a) and chlorophyll concentration (b) 872 

along the SW/NE axis of the eddy. Oxygen concentration (c) is shown for the 0-800 m layer. 873 

 874 

Figures 7: Sections from surface to 150 m depth of turbidity (a) and chlorophyll concentration (b) 875 

along the SE/NW axis of the eddy. Oxygen concentration (c) is shown for the 0-800 m layer. 876 

 877 

Figures 8: Sections from 20 m to 100 m depth of chlorophyll concentration (color scale) and 878 

potential density anomaly (black isolines) along the  SW/NE (a) and SE/NW (b) axes of the eddy. 879 

 880 

Figures 9: Chlorophyll concentration (μg/l) map at 45 m depth from glider casts (black dots). Grey 881 

area identifies the eddy boundary area derived from the estimated radius.  882 



 883 

Figures 10: Geostrophic velocity (relative to 850 dbar) calculated from glider CTD data from 884 

surface to 300 m depth. Current speed across sections (a),  zonal (b) and meridional (c) components 885 

are shown. White dots indicate intermediate positions between consecutive glider casts. Sampling 886 

transects are indicated in map and along the x-axis of sections. 887 

 888 

Figures 11: Dynamic height at 45 m depth and associated geostrophic velocities (a), relative 889 

geostrophic vorticity (b) and quasi geostrophic vertical velocity (c) calculated on a regular 5 km 890 

grid from the Optimal Statistical Interpolation scheme. 891 

 892 

Figure 12: Sea level anomaly map (color scale) and associated geostrophic velocity anomalies 893 

(black arrows) from AVISO data on 24 October 2014. Blue line shows the eddy track from its birth 894 

in early June to October 2014. 895 

 896 

Figure 13: Sea surface temperature at night (a) and chlorophyll concentration (b) at 1 km resolution  897 

from MODIS L2 data on the 26 September 2014. Both maps show the presence of the investigated 898 

mesoscale eddy. 899 

 900 

Table1: Sampling rate and vertical resolution of glider data. 901 

 902 


